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+                     AN AUTOMATED APPROACH TO QUANTITATIVE ERROR ANALYSIS

Erwin H. Bareiss

Northwestern University

ABSTRACT

A method is described how a quantitative measure for the ro-
bustness of a given neutron transport theory code for coarse net-
work calculations can be obtained.  A code, that performs this
task automatically and at only nominal cost, is described.  This

code generates also user oriented benchmark problems which exhibit
the analytic behavior at interfaces.

INTRODUCTION
.

In the engineering sciences, such as solid and fluid mechanics,

r

electrical engineering, acoustics, nuclear engineering and plasma

physics, more and more sophisticated calculations are performed on

more and more powerful computers. Invariably, the question is asked:

How reliable are these calculations?  A traditional approach in nu-

merical analysis is to use asymptotic error analysis. The methods

are judged according to the rate of convergence in the chosen appro-

k
ximation space by the symbol 0(h ) where h, the "diameter" of a ref-

erence unit, is assumed to approach zero. In practical calculations

however, the diameter h is desired to be very large.  One can give ex-

amples where low order numerical methods yield more reliable answers

than high order .methods for a coarse network. Because of their import-

:6

ance to the design of nuclear power plants, we have initially concen-

*Work supported by the U.S. Energy Research and Development Administra-

tion under Contract No. E(11-1)-2280.

r
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trated our efforts in "Quantitative Error Ana lysis"   on the neutron
...

transport equations (where "no analytical solutions are available")
(1,2,3,4) and the neutron diffusion equation (5,6).

What we have started is a new discipline in Numerical Analysis,

namely Quantitative and Computerized Error Analysis. Clearly, this

discipline can be (and is) applied to other operator equations than

Ehe transport equation.  Traditionally, a new numerical technique

was conceived, implemented in a computer code, and then distributed.

An alternative approach is to make a systematic analysis of the

mathematical properties of the solution and the new technique, and

then test the theoretical predictions on inexpensive well designed

               small numerical benchmark problems.  The basic difference between

classical or qualitative error analysis and the quantitative error
.

analysis is that in quantitative error analysis we aim at obtaining

realistic error bounds for coarse mesh calculations and performance

predictions before a code is implemented.  What we do, can be des-

cribed by mathematical expressions, but the formulas are very lengthy,

complicated and difficult to evaluate.  For all practical purposes

classical analytic coarse mesh error analysis is too expensive and

too time consuming.  Our computer approach yields not only new in-

sight, but simultaneously provides numerical results that give a

quantitative assessment of the approximation method under investigat-

ion. It is a new type of analysis that combines modern and classical
,'

analysis with computer technology and computer graphics.  A very high

*
efficiency is possible because we exploit the use of dimensional

analysis and invariant theory.  This is important, since the operators

V
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we deal with are linear.

To give a perspective of an application of the procedures, we shall

briefly outline the major parts of our research project and then des-

cribe an implementation of the procedures in BEAPAC-lT, a FORTRAN prog-

ram operational at Argonne National Laboratory on the IBM 370/195 (Z)

and an earlier version implemented at Northwestern University for the

CDC 6400. The research code.for the neutron transport and neutron

diffusion equations in two and three space dimensions is called BEAPAC-3T.

The entire code system, when the project is finished, consists of three

parts with the following functions:

A.  Cell Calculations (including 2-Cell Calculations)

x                    B.  Global Analysis

C.  Computational Complexity
r

A.  The code for part A is again subdivided in three major parts.

a)  Creation of Benchmark Problems

b)  Numerical Solution of the Benchmark Problems by

Approximate Methods

c)  Calculation of the Error.  The user will specify the

appropriate error norm.

Part A can also be characterized by calling its function Basic Quanti-

tative Error Analysis. It is designed to evaluate the desired error

norms for calculations over a coarse network or with large finite
f '

elements.  To our knowledge there exists no other systematic approach

* to deal with the coarse mesh error analysis.  As will become evident,

such an analysis is practical only by automation and use of the computer.

,-
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B.  The codes for part B will conduct a global analysis for

multiregion, multigroup calculation.  The algorithms will be subject

to:

a)  Global Error Analysis

b)  Stability Analysis

c)  Convergence Analysis

We note that the classical concept of consistency analysis does not

appear explicitly.  The codes will supply absolute error bounds.

However the main goal is to provide Probabilistic Error Estimates.

Research in all areas is under way. ,The tools employed are borrowed

from functional analysis, perturbation-, matrix-, operator-, and

»               probability theory and statistics.

C.  The codes for part C are concerned with computational com-

plexity.  By this we understand:

a)  Performance Prediction

b)  Code Evaluation

c)  Data Management Analysis

Basically, part C is cost accounting. It will be based on the total

operations count (inclusive iterations count), error estimates, and

memory requirements. It will also provide a ratio of the actual

operations count of the implemented transport code to the theoretical

minimum operations count as determined from the mathematically de-

fined algorithm. If this ratio is much greater than one, the entire

program (computer code as well as theoretical background) should be

investigated for potential significant reductions in computer time.
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THE NEUTRON TRANSPORT - AND DIFFUSION EQUATION

The space and energy dependent neutron transport equation states

the neutron population rate balance (8,9)

0.70(r,O,E) + Et(r,E) *(r,O,E)

= * ' dO' *  .dE' Es(r,0'.0,E'-DE)111(r,0'E') + S(r,O,E) (1)

The left side represents the rate of neutron loss, the right side the

rate of neutron gain.  Integrating over the unit sphere  0  = 1, and

using Fick's law, J(r,E) = -D(r,E) 7*(r,E) yields the neutron diffusion

approximation

- VD(r,E)V*(r,E) + Et(r,E) *(r,E) =   dE' Is(r,E'-DE)  (r,E') + S(r,E)  (2)
Usually, the energy integral is treated as a sum of discrete energy

groups (multigroup calculations) and hence these integrals are replaced

by a finite summation.  Furthermore, all practical calculations assume

the material coefficients to be regionwise constant. It is the aim of

the research project to provide a code that yields reliable forward and

backward error bounds for numerical solutions of the multigroup equations

obtained by existing and new numerical approximation methods.

The first step is to investigate whether a numerical method can solve

a cell problem in one group with sufficient accuracy, since all multi-

group calculations are reduced to a sequence of one group calculations.

A computational cell is a connected region with constant material coef-

ficients (Figure 1).
e                                                                                                                                                                  V

Because of our assumptions and the linearity of (1), arbitrarily many

solutions can be obtained by superposing plane eigenfunctions to a particu-

lar solution of (1).  Using dimensional analysis, these eigenfunctions

1

-
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Figure 1.  Fuel and Holder Assembly.  Shaded areas
are examples of computational cells.
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are obtained from the normalized equation

O.7 111     +     9     -    L      61  i       t  (r,0  ')= 0 (3)
41-r JO,

If the reference plane is perpendicular to the unit vector u, we have

the discrete eigenfunctions (10,11)

4 (r,91;u/v ) =ef- r'u/vo 1     c     1
-r•u/yo

(4)1vo - 21-0 ·u/vo  e
where v >0 satisfies

0

„ .1, vo (u·0) dO =c v o tanh   - =1
-1 1

V
0

In addition we have continuous or generalized eigenfunctions

111  (r,0 ;u/v)  = e gv(u.n) V € (0,1] (5)
- r·U/V 1

where symbolically

6(u'O) =   P l -t .u/v+[1 -c v tanh -lv] 6(1 - u.1/v)
We note that the general plane solution of (3) is given by

lit(r,0;u)   a(u/va) 111(r,0;u/vi) + a(-u/vo) 111(r,0;-u/vo)

+  1 {A(u/v) $(r,0;u/v) + A(-u/v)  $(r,0;-u/v)} dv       (6)
0

where a(tu/v ) is arbitrary and A(fu/v) is Hdlder continuous at

v = 1.  The solution is the basis for generating the benchmark prob-

lems in BEAPAC-lT and suitable for computation  in  Ll-  and Lz- topologies.

It can represent the exact mathematical behavior at boundaries and in-

terfaces for multicell problems. In spite of its complicated appearance,

numerical values can be obtained to any desired accuracy at only nominal

Cost.
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DESCRIPTION OF BEAPAC-lT

Since it is very often easier to understand new concepts by con-

sidering a set of examples, we describe here an actual code, BEAPAC-lT,

show how it can be used by citing concrete examples, and state the

underlying motivation for the particular implementation.

BEAPAC-lT stands for Benchmark Error Analysis Package for 1-

dimensional Transport theory calculations. It is an implementation

of part A outlined above.  Figure 2 shows the masterflow chart.  We

shall postpone discussing the function of the different boxes, but for a

more detailed description we refer to reference (1)·

The first tenets for the implementation of BEAPAC-lT are to give

the user Freedom to set his own Standards and Flexibility in Applicat-

ions.  BEAPAC-lT is therefore an open-ended (expandable) collection of

subroutines.  If the user wishes a special feature not provided in the

package, he can write his own subroutine and add it by observing very

simple interface requirements.  The user chooses his own performance

criteria for his particular problem by calling available options.

Although the linear neutron transport is mathematically unique-

ly defined, there are several forms of the transport equation which

are mathematically equivalent.  At this time, the user has the option

to base his tests on the following stationary operator equations:

Stochastic Transport Equation (Standard form) (2)

Symmetrized Transport Equation (Canonical form,
.

Vladimirov equation) (11)
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INPUT AND
.S START-                            INITIATION

  CALCULATE  \ yes
D-, CALCULATE *R AND FILE WA

4                       FOR MULTICELL PROBLEMS\1/
no
4

  IS   USE *A TO CREATE {ain}FOR 1-i J no

AVAILABLE - '  OR 2-CELL BENCHMARK PROBLEMS

yes

M 11

/ MORE MESH \ no b   OUTPUT
 ONFIGURATIONS/ OPTIONS

c  STOP

yes

r

OBTAIN BENCH-
MARK SOLUTION
AND BOUNDARY
CONDITIONS

IS 9 CALCULATE APPROXIMATE
C no

,   SOLUTION *C BY SELECTEDAVAILABLE NUMERICAL METHOD

es

ERROR ANALYSIS

-                            Figure 2.  BEAPAC-lT MASTER FLOW DIAGRAM
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The guiding princiBle of the project is to store on tape for easy

access and in computable form the theoretical knowledge of numerical

analysis which is pertinent to the quantitative (numerical) solution

of neutron transport problems, algorithms for approximate solutions

and special functions with instructions for their proper use.  The

output is in tabular form and in visual displays, meaningful to the

engineers and scientists who are not specialists in numerical analysis.

A systematic analysis of a code requires detailed attention, knowledge,

and time. As we will demonstrate, a computer can do this tedious work

fast and cheaply.

Creation of Benchmark Problems

To specify benchmark problems is in general not a too difficult

job for an engineer.  However to design a meaningful benchmark prob-

lem for which the exact answer is known, proved rather difficult.

It is necessary to have knowledge of the analytic behavior of the

solution at interfaces, boundaries, (and corners for multi-dimensional

calculations).

Historically, the solution of differential equations was based on

"Hard  Analysis." The problem was considered solved  when the general

solution of the operator equation was known.  For example, the solution

of the Bessdl equation is a linear combination of the appropriate Bes-

sel functions of the first and second kind. In other words, these two

functions span the solution space.  Modern analysis often is satisfied

with "Soft Analysis." The solution is imbedded in a given Sobolev space.
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This approach is good for asymptotic error analysis, for proving

existence -, convergence-and consistency theorems. However, this

approach is not sufficient for "coarse network" calculations.   We

have shown early in our research by pilot calculations that some

"low" order algorithms gave better results than "high" order methods.

An explanation of this fact will be given at the end of this paper.

BEAPAC-lT can generate exact benchmark problems for the homo-

geneous transport equation using the exact solutions (16), which

we  restate  in the notation introduced  by Case  (8),

1 _10_ etxtvo = 4.  e»/vo                           (7)
*tvo    =    2    vofi -V

+O

for the asymptotic elementary solutions, and

' +1

11't    =   A(v) 6 ve-x/vdv (8)

-1
for the transient solutions.  They span the solution space of our

operator equation.  Analytic expressions for (8) are stored for a

set of A(v) which are piecewise polynomial functions in v and Holder

continuous at i 1. Furthermore, we introduce

0                                                                                   11 <  O

*o = C (9)-X/Bx-Be +A242+A343+... #2 0

where

1|'n = kjofn-k Ek(x) +...+e-x/BIAn-llog(i .1) +...1 (10)

Equation (10) is an exact solution for a vacuum boundary at x= 0 (c=1)

as given by Abu-Shumays and Bareiss (2).  Thus, to create a benchmark

problem for a slab with a vacuum boundary, we can calculate $(a,B) for
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all values of F at the slab width a (or cell width a) which are nec-

essary to solve the problem by a given approximation method.  Note,

4 (X,B)  can be calculated  for any desired location in [06xwa,-141661}

as  accurately as desired with the methods which we developed   (7).

In the examples given below, all calculations were performed to at

least 12 significant digits.  For practical purposes, we call these

exact solutions.

The user may want to simulate an interface condition with an ir-

regular flux shape.  This is possible by taking a linear combination

of the equations (7) and (8).  Figure 3 represents such a flux shape,

where

111(x,11) = all'v +a2111-v +a311'tl+8441:2 (11)
00

al =  75, a2=0' a3 = .75, a4 = 1.5

and 4 and * are specified bytl      t2

1     fo     AL<0               2     fo 51<0
(12)

A(v) = A(v) =
1 - v p,20 v(1-v)   A2O

This solution contains the jump as well as the logarithmic behavior

at B=o.

BEAPAC-lT contains also a subroutine "MODE ANALYZER." Assume

a transport theory calculation has been made, and the numerical solu-

tion looks suspicious, say like Figure 3.  Does the code give a wrong

numerical answer, or do we have actually such an unexpected flux shape?

We use the Mode Analyzer to obtain a discrete least square approximation

to the cohputed 9 in the form
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GALEAKIN   (C=.646)    COMB.   MODE   .   BCCI.I)
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6/                                      \ \
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'9%'fe                   .1 30
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vl +1

111(x,11) Ss a+11'v +a-,11-v +E    A(v) ilv e-x/Vdv                               (13)o k=l  v
k

Here, A(v) is a piecewise linear function, i.e.

N·

A(v) = E aksk(v)
k=1

where the Sk(v) are chapeau functions (linear splines) except in the

end intervals where S  - (1+v)' and SN - (1-v)Ot.  The integrals in (13)

have been evaluated analytically, and contain logarithmic terms.  Thus

(13) is

T
4(x,L,) AYSLa (1=1(X,11)) (14)

where

fT   =     (a+,a-, a l' a2'""an )  '

vk+1

aT = (11'v , lit_v ,···,    Sk(v) *v e-x/vdv,...)00
k-1

are vectors. If the computed $(x,B) is known at an ordered set of

discrete points

(Pi = (xk.'Al.)l
11

then the set {9(Pi)} forms a vector 1 and f is defined as the dis-

crete least squares approximation to the matrix equation

Qi= 1 (15)

The row elements of Q are defined by the relation 111(pi) = i (pi)&

which follows from (14).  To obtain f, we simply apply the Householder
.

factorization to (15).  Now a benchmark problem can be generated as

above with the exact solution
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 8(x,%  =12 a  = 1(X,11) (16)
T

If the transport code to be tested cannot reproduce this solution with

sufficient accuracy, we have positive evidence of its unreliability.

(If numerical experience indicates sufficient cost savings, the linear

splines for A(v) will be supplemented with higher order approximations.)

The masterflow chart (Figure 2) can now be studied.  The meaning

of VR' WA' 48' and *c are as follows:

9  is a 6eference flux if multicell investigations are desired.

It is obtained from approximate calculations and used to limit

the testing to flux shapes of immediate interest. It is assumed

that the calculated values are not "totally" wrong.

WA is an Angular flux distribution vector specified for discrete

angular direction. It can be obtained from a production code,

i.e. it may be a subset of {WR3.  The *A-vectors are the start-

ing  points to create "reasonable" benchmark problems.

0  is a known exact 8enchmark solution.  It may approximate WA or

even coincide with 9A on a subset of discrete points.

9( is a.flux 9alculated by the numerical method under investigation

with all necessary input data derived from *B' the exact solution.

--

Evaluation of Numerical Methods

We are now ready to test a numerical method to solve the trans-

port equation with the solution *B' say that of Figure 3.  BEAPAC-lT

contains a set of subroutines for the numerical solution of the trans-

port equation by methods which are widely used.  They are all in a
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standard form.  The numerical methods are reduced to the problem of

solving a linear matrix equation of the form

A v=b
-  -

Hence, a particular subroutine contains instructions to calculate

the elements of'the matrix A and the vector k.  The process is as

follows.  First, the desired network in the (x,F) -domain is set up.

Then the necessary boundary values are' calculated.  With this informa-

tion, the elements of A and b are calculated, and the linear equation

is solved accurately by a direct method, usually by Gaussian elimi-

nation with iterative improvement.  All these is done automatically.

In most cases, the elements of y represent the discrete directional

fluxes, and are denoted by *C(xk'#1).  If this is not so, a further

calculation is necessary to arrive at *c.

The following numerical methods are available as subroutines.

Derived from the Stochastic Equation:

First, third and fifth order Hermite-Birkhoff approximation in

space, Gaussian quadrature in angle.  The matrix A of the first order

method is identical to the latest version of the S -method.N

Galerkin method in space with chapeau functions as basis, and

discrete ordinates in space (including Gaussian quadfature).

Derived from the Symmetrized Equation:

First order difference equation in space, discrete ordinates in

angle.

Piece-wise bilinear Finite Element Method in phase space.
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The user can also interface an existing code for the numerical

solution of the transport equation with BEAPAC-lT.

The next step is to calculate the errors by the formula

4 E   =    4 B    -    4C

where VE is the pointwise difference between the exact solution *B

and the approximate solution *c.  The user can specify a number of

options for error norms which he wants to display graphically or print

in tabular form.

To illustrate two options, we solved the benchmark problem

specified by Figure 3 by the Galerkin-discrete ordinate method

mentioned aboye.  Figure 4 shows the absolute error VE(xk'111) at

the nodes of the network for which the calculations were done. Table 1

shows the maximum absolute error

||*E|| = max  I VE(xk'FL) 1
k,1

for a run of twenty different mesh configurations and gives additional

information. The number 4 in the I column indicates that the calcu-

lation was carried out with 4 intervals per mean free path in the

x-direction. The number 4 in the J row indicates that 4 double-

Gauss abscissae were used.  The entry at (4,4) is 3.81E-2.  This

means the absolute maximum error is 0.038, the signed extreme error

is +.0381. The next three entries below mean that the exact solution

where the extreme error occurred is 0.227 (rounded to 3 decimals) and

the location is x=.25;B=-.211,i.e.

48(.25,-.211) = .227

.
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Table 1

RENCHMARK ERROR ANALYSIS PACKAGE FOR 10 NEUTRON TRANSPORT METHODS 1/23/75
1•2..7• 6.1  _ B C_ S T U D Y     X  (0,1  )      M I J ( .1,1  )  _ _ (C=      .6 4 6 2, C O M B- ,S T D) -G L K     BCCI,  I  2

Br 7.10 1.2.7.6.1 BC STUDY X(011) MU(-1,11 (Co .6462,COMA.,STD)_GLK BCCI,L)--MAX. ABS. VFCTOR FLIJK ERROR AND LOCATION (GBL)

I i NO. OF XPESH INTERVALS J:      NO.      O F    MU     P O I N T S

J  ,          2       _         4        ..._._ _8  .-__-_.-. _._1.6__---
I ,

......................................................

--ERROR  1   -7,21IE-02 1.196-01 2.-87/-0r 3.54 E-0-1                                     1 EXACT 0.249 0.166 0.131 0•124
X.   L r i C.       .      ._    ,          0.0      .      _- .1.000._ 1.000 1.000
U LOC , -0.500 0.211 -----0.069---- -0.-4)20

ERROR _... 2. . -4,01 E-02 5.68E-02_- 1.42E-01- _2.08E-01
EXACT 0.249 0•365 0.229 0.214
X LOC 0.0 0.500 0.500 0.500
U.LOC _..... a -0.500  - - ..0,211_-_._ __0£069.- -3.020

ERROR 4  0 -3.69E-02 3.81 E-02 5.97E-02 1.62E-01
EX.ACT ___.  .. 0.2.49 ._--0.227 -__.- ..0.342__ _ ..C.2.94
X LOC 0.0 0.250 0.250 0•250
U LOC . -0.500 -0.211 0.069 0.020

ERROR 8  , -3.61 E-02 3.15E-02 1.252-02- 1.09E-01
EXACT 0.249 0.195 0.526 0.357

-X.-1 R C. . _ _ _1. _  .    _    0 .  0 - 0.375 0.125 0.125
U LOC . -0.500 -0.211--  -0.069----  -0.b20

ERROR _16 -3,64E-02 3.11 E-0 2    .    __    3.68E-03_._     -4.2 0 E-0 2
EXACT 0.228 0.210 0.344 0.433
X LOC 0.063 0.313 0.063 0.063
11 LOC . .0.500 -0·211 -0.069 0.020
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The total computing cost for generating the benchmark problem, solve

the stochastic transport equation 20 times for the different mesh

configurations by the Galerkin method, search for the extreme error

and print Table 1 is 70 for using low priority on Argonne's IBM 370-195.

The cost is 14¢ using high priority.  The total computing cost to

generate and print Table  1, 20 error plots like Figure  4,  and  1  exact

solution like Figure 2 is 859 for high priority accounting; 40¢ for a

low priority job.

These cost figures  show that computerized error analysis is feasible.

It is possible to have a series of benchmark problems solved for a set

of different numerical methods, tabulated, and the tables evaluated again

by an additional small computer subroutine.  We have actually done this

-               to determine optimal mesh configurations and corresponding error perform-

ance for the methods incorporated in BEAPAC-lT at Northwestern University.

We  do not place j udgement  on the merits  o f codes.     The  user  o f

transport codes, with the help of BEAPAC-lT should form his own opinion

with respect to his own problems.  Without a code such as BEAPAC, a

systematic comparison of methods is out of reach for the engineer.  It is

important, that the experiments can be duplicated.

TWO SPACE DIMENSIONS

A two- and three- dimensional version of BEAPAC-lT has been imple-

mented by K . L. Derstine.  The output is very similar to the tables and

graphs in a very recent paper by Madsen (.14) ·   It is interesting to note

that the Central Difference Scheme he describes coincides with one of

four different schemes which we used to demonstrate the procedure of
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computerized error analysis in a semi-automated proto-type code when  we

started this research project.  Since we shall include, as in BEAPAC-lT,

two-cell (i.e. 2-region) benchmark problems, the code can accomplish

automatically what has been generally accepted practice in introducing

new transport codes.  But it will do more, namely base the evaluation

on exact solutions  o f benchmark problems.    It will  also be  able  to

evaluate numerical methods to solve the neutron diffusion equation.

In BEAPAC-3T, we generate two- and three- dimensional solutions by

superposing (4) and (5) with respect to u,  *(r,0) = Wd(r,Q) + 4((r,n)

where

111(1(r,Q) = . 2    du a(u/vo) 111(r,Q;u/vo) (17)
U '

il'c(r,Q) = -4A  u du    dv A(u/v) 111(r,n;u/v)                         (18)

Before the code will be released we plan to incorporate special exact

expressions for the corner singularities of the transport equations.

We base our investigation on the splitting of the transport operator

such that

4 = 40 + 41 + 42 + "" + Wn (19)

where

on the boundary of the
in the domain

domain for flux compatible

0•99  +9 =S 0 =F (20)
0           0                                                                          0

Q. Vttl''i + 11'i = 4A   '1'i-1 dn
'

Wi = 0                        (21)

(i = 1, "' , n-1)
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n.vll'n + 11'11 - ·s; f 111'n do + 4A   Wn-1 dn'                              (22)

We note that (20) is a non-compact bounded operator, but (21) and (22)

are compact (15, 16).  This reveals the difficulties encountered with

the numerical methods of transport theory calculations.  But we encoun-

tered also difficulties in preparation for the theoretical foundation

of the benchmark problems for the diffusion equation.  In order to

investigate the analytical behavior of the mathematical solution of the

neutron diffusion equation near corners and its importance to coarse

mesh calculations, we solved the two-region wedge problem of a circular

disc with Neumann boundary conditions and regionwise constant parameters.

*              Details and calculations of what follows were reported by Bareiss and

Chang (1,  7,  17)· In dimensionless  form, the problem reduces to solve

the following system.

2
-VU +C U =S (101 < a)1       1 1

2

- Vu2+C2 u2=0 (a  <l e i<  A)

3u    3u12
u l=u 2  ' d- = - (0 = a)

30    38

3 u                     3u
1- =0    (e=O) , 2=0 (0 = 7T)

38                        30

3u 3u12
-=--0 (r = 1)
30    38

where (r,8) are polar coordinates, 2a is the vertex angle, and cl' c2' d,

S are constant parameters.
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9

If cl = c2 = 0, the solution. is given by

00

u=I a.. 9.(e) J (U..r) (23)

i,j=O
1] 1

vi  13

where

cosv.(A-a) cosv.8 (u=u;0<8<a)1           1                                   1--

Wi = < cosv. a cosvi (,r-0
) (u = u ; a < 0 < A)2- -

The v. are the solutions of1

d  tan  va  =  -  tanv (1-a) (24)

q              and the u.. are the zeros of the first derivatives of the Bessel functions
1J

Jv.(x).  For this case, it is easy to calculate u for r=O a s accurately
-                                          1

as desired.

If cl #c 2 4 0'w e were not able to calculate u for r=O b y the

expansion method to more than one or two significant digits with the limit

of computation cost we had imposed.  The reason is that the ansatz (23)

for this problem is wrong from a computational point of view.  An inves-

tigation shows that

00 00 00

u    =    I           I           I        Wi    Jv (Uk.Er) (25)
2=0 k=o i=o      k

if all vk 4 2j (j = 1, 2, ····).  The vk's are again solutions of (24).

Each  time  vk =  2j,  we must add terms  of  the  form

vk+21
r               (ln   r) m

to (25).  If vk is close to 21, the numerical process is extremely
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unstable.  This is a very unsatisfactory situation, since a small change

of a in (25) can change the analytic character of (25) completely.  We

have tried out·several other approaches for the analytical representation

of u, and hope one will be mathematically satisfactory, and.show uniform

computability (17).  Our best results so far were obtained by using the

Green's function approach and transformation to systems of integral

equations  on the interfaces and boundaries.

On the other hand,we know that under certain conditions u can

behave in the radial direction as

ao + rvo(alo + all r2 + ...) + rvl(a20 + a21 r2 + ...) + ...
M              The classical asymptotic theory requires only that the set of base

-                                                                                           
                V

functions for the approximation space contains r ', the smallest
.

eigenvalue of (24).  For coarse mesh calculations this is not sufficient.

Fortunately, in problems of practical interest, there exists only a

finite number of vk such that

vk 0 vimod (m) (i < k)

v.+m
(m is an integer).  Thus the r 1   must be included in the base functions

of the approximation space for coarse mesh calculations.  To show the

effect of neglecting to  do so, we refer to Figure 5, which shows the error

F of least squares approximations  of  xa by cubic polynomials,  for  a  in  the

range from 3/4 to 4, and over an interval h = 1.  If the interval differs

from unity, then the error Eh(x,a) is related to the error F(a,0;x) of

Figure 5 by the relation

Eh(x,a) = ha F(a,0;x)
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.
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-

Thus, if h< <1, then the error for a=4 (curve 6) is negligible with

respect to the error a = 3/4 (curve 1), but certainly not for a coarse

net.  We see also that the error of curve 1 is extremely large at the

origin.  This explains why u in the finite wedge problem for the neutron

diffusion equation is difficult to calculate at the origin r = 0.

Figure 5 shows also that a collocation method can yield good results

when we place collocation points close to those 4 points where the error

F(a,0;x) = 0.

The purpose Of these last remarks is to show that Quantitative Error

Analysis opens a challenging new field of research with important

implications for successful large-scale computation.  Jacobi polynomials

and Green's functions are not dead.  Neither is functional analysis 1
.

.
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